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Summary

Objectives: To reflect on the notable events and significant developments in Clinical Research Informatics (CRI) in the year of 2015 and discuss near-term trends impacting CRI.

Methods: We selected key publications that highlight not only important recent advances in CRI but also notable events likely to have significant impact on CRI activities over the next few years or longer, and consulted the discussions in relevant scientific communities and an online living textbook for modern clinical trials. We also related the new concepts with old problems to improve the continuity of CRI research.

Results: The highlights in CRI in 2015 include the growing adoption of electronic health records (EHR), the rapid development of regional, national, and global clinical data research networks for using EHR data to integrate scalable clinical research with clinical care and generate robust medical evidence. Data quality, integration, and fusion, data access by researchers, study transparency, results reproducibility, and infrastructure sustainability are persistent challenges.

Conclusion: The advances in Big Data Analytics and Internet technologies together with the engagement of citizens in sciences are shaping the global clinical research enterprise, which is getting more open and increasingly stakeholder-centered, where stakeholders include patients, clinicians, researchers, and sponsors.
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Introduction

Clinical Research Informatics (CRI), a recently defined subfield of biomedical informatics that focuses on informatics support for medical evidence generation [1], has continued to enlarge its scope and importance in supporting the broadening agendas in clinical and translational sciences [2]. Over the past decade, accelerating at an explosive pace, biomedical research has moved into the era of massive-scale digitalization of data and computationally-intensive quantitative analytics spanning molecular, clinical, and population-level data and including measuring events from picoseconds to decades-long time scales. Novel digital devices, from high-throughput next generation deep sequencing machines to continuous real-time bio-sensing tattoos [3], continue to challenge the CRI community to develop new infrastructure capacities in addition to data and knowledge discovery tools that can handle petabyte-size data stores. The “Information Commons” highlighted in the IOM report on Precision Medicine is envisioned to integrate vast amounts of data with constantly evolving biomedical knowledge [4]. The informatics underpinnings that enable and accelerate this transition to large-scale integrated data and knowledge systems has to respond with innovations across the CRI spectrum. At the same time, research and discovery at the scale that is technically possible presents new challenges, not only to CRI but also to data sharing and privacy policies, and the regulatory bodies that must respond to this rapidly changing data-driven agenda [5].

In 2012, we presented a conceptual model intended to capture the CRI landscape of activities and challenges to contextualize eighteen new publications in a special supplement of the Journal of the American Medical Informatics Association focused exclusively on CRI research results and innovations [6]. The central thesis of our model was CRI’s unique role in enabling “informatics-enabled clinical research workflow” and the methods and tools needed to support early-stage translational discoveries and later-stage evidence generation and synthesis, personalized evidence application and populations surveillance. We ended that publication with the following predictions: “We expect the CRI research agenda will continue to evolve to become more precise, predictive, preemptive, and participatory, in parallel with the development of P4 medicine. We anticipate more patient-centered research decision support and innovative consent programs to strengthen patient participation, including specifying how an individual’s research data will be used and by whom. We also expect more CRI research that is informed by and responsive to patient or population needs.”

We revisited our 2012 conceptual model and examined current advances in CRI against that model, adding new elements where needed and modifying those that have evolved. We evaluated our predictions from four years ago and updated them to reflect both the anticipated and unanticipated shifts in the translational research landscape and their impact on CRI in 2016 and into the immediate future.

Methods

We did not conduct an exhaustive formal literature review. Instead, we selected notable publications and events based on our
and text mining, and knowledge management has been expanded to knowledge engineering. All these additions are preparing the CRI community to better advance the Precision Medicine [4] and Learning Health System [14, 15] agendas.

1 The Arrival of Big Data

The National Academy of Medicine (the former Institute of Medicine) predicted back in 2003 that the wide adoption of electronic health record (EHR) systems would eventually enable the collection and aggregation of large amounts of electronic patient data to facilitate clinical decision support and accelerate evidence generation [16]. With the continued widening adoption of EHR systems globally, this prediction has been partially realized. According to the latest statistics, 75% of the hospitals in the United States have adopted at least one basic EHR system and the adoption rate is still steadily rising [17]. Less successful has been the broad adoption of real-time clinical decision support and rapid-cycle evidence generation as envisioned by Embi [18].

The Big Data acquired by EHRs enables us to pursue a long-sought vision, a rapid learning healthcare system that integrates clinical research and clinical care, where clinical data are a basic staple of health learning [14, 15, 19, 20], and enables large-scale observational studies and large pragmatic trials for rapid evidence generation and validation using EHR data [21, 22]. Citizen engagement is central to the success of this learning health system [23]. Regional or national learning health systems, such as PaTH and PEDSnet, have been developed based on enterprise data warehouses or clinical data research networks [24-28]. These working examples help researchers continue to make the functionalities of learning health systems more specific and concrete [29-31].

Clearly, Big Data has been recognized as the foundation of a learning health system and a catalyst for optimizing clinical research design [32]. In order to harness Big Clinical Data increasingly made available by EHRs, numerous clinical data research networks, loosely coupled or tightly coupled, have been developed across the world. In the United States, the National Center for Advancing Translational Sciences (NCATS) has established the Accrual to Clinical Trials (CTSA ACT) network (https://ncats.nih.gov/pubs/features/ctsa-act). The Patient Centered Outcomes Research Institute (PCORI) has launched the PCORNet [33], which includes thirteen clinical data research networks and nineteen patient-powered research networks that cover most of the states in the United States (USA) to conduct both randomized trials and observational comparative effectiveness studies using EHR data. These networks expand existing large-scale data sharing networks such as the CDC-sponsored Vaccine DataLink [34], Health Care Systems Research Network (formerly called the HMORN) [35], FDA-sponsored Mini-Sentinel drug surveillance network [36] and AHRQ-sponsored large-scale effectiveness studies using EHR data. These networks expand existing large-scale data sharing networks such as the CDC-sponsored Vaccine DataLink [34], Health Care Systems Research Network (formerly called the HMORN) [35], FDA-sponsored Mini-Sentinel drug surveillance network [36] and AHRQ-sponsored large-scale effectiveness studies using EHR data. These networks expand existing large-scale data sharing networks such as the CDC-sponsored Vaccine DataLink [34], Health Care Systems Research Network (formerly called the HMORN) [35], FDA-sponsored Mini-Sentinel drug surveillance network [36] and AHRQ-sponsored large-scale effectiveness studies using EHR data. These networks expand existing large-scale data sharing networks such as the CDC-sponsored Vaccine DataLink [34], Health Care Systems Research Network (formerly called the HMORN) [35], FDA-sponsored Mini-Sentinel drug surveillance network [36] and AHRQ-sponsored large-scale effectiveness studies using EHR data. These networks expand existing large-scale data sharing networks such as the CDC-sponsored Vaccine DataLink [34], Health Care Systems Research Network (formerly called the HMORN) [35], FDA-sponsored Mini-Sentinel drug surveillance network [36] and AHRQ-sponsored large-scale effectiveness studies using EHR data. These networks expand existing large-scale data sharing networks such as the CDC-sponsored Vaccine DataLink [34], Health Care Systems Research Network (formerly called the HMORN) [35], FDA-sponsored Mini-Sentinel drug surveillance network [36] and AHRQ-sponsored large-scale effectiveness studies using EHR data.

In Europe, the large-scale EHR4CR project has entered its 5th year as the flagship project for using EHR data for accelerating clinical trials [40]. A recent cost-effectiveness study of using EHR data for clinical trials based on the EHR4CR project has suggested that optimizing clinical trial design and execution with the EHR4CR platform would generate substantial added value for pharmaceutical industry, as the main sponsors of clinical trials in Europe, and beyond [41]. Similarly, the EU-ADR project has established a multi-national drug safety surveillance system [42].

Internationally, a global collaborative network called The Observational Health Data Sciences and Informatics (OHDSI) has enabled large-scale evidence aggregation using more than 680 million patients’ electronic data [43] and helped shape the emerging networked science for biomedical research based on interoperable data [44].
Although the proliferation and success of such networks are exciting, we should not forget the lessons learned from previously heavily investigated but later abandoned or terminated large-scale research networks due to troubles from impractical project goals and study designs, ineffective management, and failed oversight, such as the National Children’s Study network [45, 46] and The Cancer Bioinformatics Grid (caBIG) [47] program in the USA. The sustainability of large-scale data infrastructures remains a largely unsolved issue and a primary concern of the CRI community, who is heavily involved in the development and maintenance of such large and complex systems [48, 49]. Unlike most tightly-coupled networks that operate by external funding support, as a loosely-coupled network, OHDSI shows unusual sustainability promise in that only the very early experimental sites received funding and nearly all of the existing data partners continue to be active in the OHDSI Collaborative without depending solely upon designated external funding, illustrating the resilience of open community-based collaborations rather than the brittleness of top-down centralized collaborations. This phenomenon has been described by others who have achieved sustained adoption of widely-deployed CRI tools [50, 51].

The growing availability of Big Clinical Data promises to accelerate drug discovery [52]. It has also accelerated the knowledge engineering of reproducible and portable computerized clinical phenotypes [53] in the hope of using standards-based algorithms for achieving interoperability in genome-wide association studies and phenome-wide association studies of determinants of disease risks and for clinical study cohort identification and recruitment. Big Data comes from not only EHRs, but also sensors, wearable devices, and consumer-generated Big Data in social media [54] such as Facebook [55] and Twitter [56]. Weber et al. highlights that EHR data reflects only a small portion of data relevant to understanding the full context of health and disease [57]. A recently published JAMA article pointed out that Twitter streams can be very effective for public health surveillance [56]. To support Big Data sciences, the National Institutes of Health also launched the Big Data to Knowledge (BD2K) Initiative [58, 59] and funded a series of Centers of Excellence for using Big Data Analytics as well as a range of training and curriculum grants to train the next generation data scientists [59].
2 Advances in Big Data Analytics

The era in which the integration, fusion, or linkage of data across the biological, clinical, patient, and environmental spectrums is increasingly common has arrived. Ma et al. linked public clinical trial summaries with a medical encyclopedia to identify questionable exclusion criteria [7]. Lorgelly et al. linked cancer data with commonwealth reimbursement data to infer which patient, disease, genomic and treatment characteristics explain variation in health expenditure [60]. Data integration is also called data aggregation. It is a process where data of the same type from multiple sources, such as EHR data from multiple institutions are integrated in a shared central data warehouse [61]. It is used often to improve sample size for clinical research. In contrast, data fusion emphasizes arriving at improved understanding using different but complementary data about the same object [62, 63]. For example, Wu et al. developed a multi-omic data fusion approach to map the crosstalk between metabolic phenotype and microRNA data to understand the systemic consequences Roux-en-Y gastric bypass surgery [64]. The major challenge for data integration is semantic interoperability, whereas the primary challenges facing data fusion include integration of data and knowledge representation from multiple different yet complementary perspectives and with different granularities and resolutions.

One of the most striking developments in recent years has been the massive expansion in data storage capabilities, driven by cloud-based technologies developed to support the enormous data needs of search and e-commerce vendors, such as Google (now Alphabet) and Amazon, and rapidly adopted in biomedicine and health sciences [65-67]. With near limitless storage, data previously difficult to access, such as geographic, climate, economic and social media data sets, can now be linked to enable population-based analytics that have never before been possible. For life sciences research and CRI professionals, these new data storage and data retrieval architectures, coupled with on-demand, scalable computational resources, have enabled petabyte-size data sets to be stored and shared for worldwide access and analysis. For example, Amazon and Google provide access to The Cancer Genome Atlas, The International Cancer Genomic Consortium, 1000 Genomes Project, and 3000 Rice Genome data sets on their cloud services (http://aws.amazon.com/public-data-sets/). Google has a similar library of large published data sets that can be accessed worldwide (http://google-genomics.readthedocs.org/en/latest/use_cases/discover_public_data/genomic_data_toc.html). In this respect, the public sharing of clinical data remains far behind the sharing of genomic data, due to widespread concerns about the growing ability to re-identify individuals [68]. An increasing body of literature suggests re-identification risks also exist with genomic data [69].

With massive data sets that are far too large or too complex to analyze using traditional local computational methods, new approaches for performing analytics using distributed techniques that “bring analytics to the data” rather than “submit data to the analytics” are a new area of active CRI research [70-74]. These have also been adapted to enable distributed analytics of sensitive clinical data without requiring data partners to release any patient-level data, offering a new approach for reducing concerns about patient re-identification. One set of tools that continue to evolve slower than anticipated are systems that automate semantic harmonization and annotation for data and knowledge integration [75]. Current methods remain difficult to use, mostly relying on human annotation. The promise of semantic web technologies has not materialized for general use although some striking examples show the potential of these methods [76, 77].

3 Reproducibility, Generalizability, and Ethical Implications of Big Data

Research based on reuse of clinical data is frequently questioned for reproducibility [78]. Publishers and scientists have increasingly recognized the importance of sharing data for improving reproducibility [79]. The Scientific Data (http://www.nature.com/sdata/) journal was launched this year in response to the rising need to help scientists permanently archive, share, and disseminate valuable research data. It is foreseeable that more journals will start accommodating data archiving needs for future publications. Related to archiving data to support the principles of Open Science and Reproducible Research is a newly funded BD2K effort, called bioCADDIE (https://biocaddie.org), to develop a comprehensive set of descriptors of data sets to support the search and discovery of available sharable data resources.

Safran recently summarized the value of reuse of clinical data made available by EHRs, the potential problems with large aggregations of these data that do not necessarily have consistent meanings, the policy frameworks that have been formulated, and the major challenges in the coming years [80]. More recently, Hersh and colleagues expanded these concerns in the context of more recent large scale comparative effectiveness research networks [81].

Understanding the ethical implications of Big Data lags behind [82] and the existing regulatory framework falls short to meet the needs of the evolving data capabilities. Mittelstadt et al. identified five key areas of concerns [82]: 1) informed consent, 2) privacy, 3) ownership, 4) epistemology and objectivity, and 5) ‘Big Data Divides’ created between those who have or lack the necessary resources to analyze increasingly large datasets. Data breach is still a significant threat to organizations and individuals curating, using, and sharing these data. The imperative for protecting patient privacy and data confidentiality requires advanced network security safeguards and enhanced patient privacy and data confidentiality protection. The conversation about privacy has shifted away from ensuring privacy to assessing risk instead. It is no longer possible to guarantee privacy. It is only possible to estimate and manage risk.

Six additional areas of concern were suggested to require much closer scrutiny in the immediate future: (6) the dangers of ignoring group-level ethical harms; (7) the importance of epistemology in assessing the ethics of Big Data; (8) the changing nature of fiduciary relationships that become increasingly data saturated; (9) the need to distinguish between ‘academic’ and ‘commercial’ Big Data practices in terms of potential harm to data subjects; (10) future problems with ownership of intellectual property generated from analysis of aggregated datasets; and
(11) the difficulty of providing meaningful access rights to individual data subjects that lack necessary resources. For this last theme, data access by non-technical stakeholders such as clinical researchers, studies have found that data query mediation is a laborious and error-prone process and has not received adequate attention but can negatively affect research reliability for studies based on these data [83-85]. As Mittelstadt et al. pointed out, “these themes provide a thorough critical framework to guide ethical assessment and governance of emerging Big Data practices.” New studies have shed light on borrowing ideas from library and information sciences or dialogue system research to improve query mediations for biomedical Big Data [86, 87].

Meanwhile, continued progress on data interoperability and clinical research regulations has reached a new milestone this year. Richesson and Chute published a special issue for JAMIA on data interoperability standards and concluded that “data standards are finally down to business for enabling emerging interoperability” [88]. The Notice of Proposed Rulemaking (NPRM) for regulating clinical research was released this September to enhance protection of research participants while streamlining IRB review efficiency [89].

The above progress together with the technology readiness well prepare the CRI community to engage and lead in the newly launched initiative for advancing Precision Medicine in the USA, which has an urgent need for Big Data and large representative population samples. Genetic variants discovered from small and unrepresentative population samples may mislead the public (http://www.theatlantic.com/science/archive/2015/09/genome-big-data-disease-genes/404356/). In order to help verify genetic discoveries, libraries of genetic variants have been developed. ClinVar was created to address the need for transparency in genetic evidence [90, 91]. Food and Drug Administration has also launched OpenFda (https://open.fda.gov/) and PrecisionFDA (https://precision.fda.gov/) to help improve the transparency and collaboration in safety data around drugs and devices.

The newly released strategic plan of the National Institutes of Health of the United States [92] also highlights the imperative for developing the “science of science” and “evaluating steps to enhance rigor and reproducibility”. It is foreseeable even future funding decisions will be based on data-driven evidence of research quality and impact.

4 Data Quality Challenges

Unlike “traditional” prospective clinical trials that utilize detailed data collection tools and procedures and rely on trained data collection personnel, EHR and PHR databases contain data collected during routine clinical care by practitioners focused on patient care or by patients focused on capturing their health care experiences rather than research. Differences in clinical workflows, practice standards, patient populations, available technologies, and referral resources impact what data are collected and how they are documented. Numerous studies have highlighted significant concerns about the quality of data in EHRs [34, 93-100]. CER studies seek to exploit real-world diversity in order to detect and understand determinants impacting outcome variation. Data quality and completeness problems, however, may affect the validity of CER findings [101, 102]. The importance of good quality data in clinical research is well accepted [103, 104]. There are substantial efforts to develop robust analytic methods for extracting valid knowledge from observational data, but there are no formal data quality assessment guidelines, analytic methods, or reporting requirements. Methods for categorizing, analyzing, and reporting on data quality, however, are poorly developed. Most approaches to data quality (DQ) assessment are ad hoc, developed based on an intuitive understanding of data quality challenges, and focused on specific research questions [105-108]. Few systematic approaches to DQ assessment for the secondary use of clinically-obtained data have been proposed. Current methods do not emphasize the need to improve the reporting of DQ results [109].

Discussion

In the four years since the publication of our initial conceptual model, clinical research informatics continues to evolve and expand. Our previous work emphasized tools that support clinical research workflow and new clinical research data networks. A similar review of the CRI landscape by Embi and Payne described six core CRI activities: (1) data capture, collection and re-use, (2) standards, (3) tensions with regulatory and ethical issues, (4) research networks and team science, (5) improved user experiences, and (6) integration of clinical research and practice [110]. While these efforts have continued over the intervening period, a clear shift toward a more data-centric perspective permeates this update. A widening array of data sources, data sharing methods, and Big Data architectures, tools and analytics are dominating the current CRI agenda. Tied closely to this shift is the rapid development of large-scale data sharing networks and new distributed query and analytics infrastructures, including the appearance of a new common data model from PCORI [38, 111, 112]. New infrastructure and methods for record linkage, data fusion, natural language processing (NLP), and standardized phenotyping have enabled new data discovery opportunities that were being discussed but not widely implemented during our previous CRI overview [6].

As CRI investigators implement these expansive data resources and develop new tools for linking, exploring, visualizing and analyzing complex data sets, how will these data be used to accelerate translational research and new discoveries? “Traditional” uses include retrospective clinical research, study feasibility, and cohort selection or patient recruitment. New data sources also enable new capabilities, including the development of “deep clinical phenotypes” that include the use of biomarkers, imaging results, and NLP to extract clinical features not available from typical databases based on “coded” data elements [113-116]. Data linkages that combine clinical and billing data allow analysis of longitudinal outcomes; linkages with environmental exposures adds new dimensions to determining disease risks across broad patient populations [113, 116]. The inclusion of diverse clinical practices allows assessment of the relationship between health system features on disease diagnosis, treatment patterns, and outcomes [117]. While these types of studies have been performed by investigators for many years,
the new data infrastructures hold the promise of dramatically reducing the cost and effort required to do similar studies at population sizes and in diverse practice settings that were not previously available or affordable [49, 118].

New opportunities also bring new challenges. We have noted the lack of clarity around the ethical use of large-scale, linked data, the growing gap between the regulatory restrictions and the ability to maintain patient privacy, the need to promote patient engagement in complex data sciences programs, the need to better understand the impact of data quality and biases across various data sources, and the lack of competent infrastructure to fully support the principles of Open Science / Reproducible Research. We have raised concerns about the need to improve transparency in the use of large-scale data sets and the analytical discoveries derived from them, especially in validating disease risks and predicted outcomes for both highly refined populations and individuals. Evidence of the profound negative consequences of not doing this well is beginning to appear as publications of false positives in genomic discoveries or chilling anecdotes in the misuse of genetic risk information [11-13, 119-122]. Guidelines for developing robust risk models do exist and should be adapted and incorporated into the analytics platforms that CRI investigators create [123]. Furthermore, the long-term financial sustainability of large-scale data networks and the associated administrative, regulatory, and technical infrastructure costs has yet to be demonstrated. While not entirely under the control of CRI investigators, the CRI community must continue to seek novel value-based approaches to developing tools and infrastructures that have high, recognized value to organizations that would be willing to contribute to the financial stability of these significant investments. Each of these challenges represents a new area for CRI investigators to both lead and contribute novel methodologies and tools to support evolving data governance and regulatory frameworks.

**Conclusion**

Four years ago, we published a conceptual model for Clinical Research Informatics that highlighted the importance of data sources, research workflows, and underlying core technologies. Our current update highlights the growth of the diversity and size of data resources and expands the underlying core technologies to include more data-sciences centered activities. As the predictive capabilities of Big Data Analytics becomes more precise, CRI, in partnership with colleagues in biostatistics, research ethics, patient empowerment, and community engagement, will need to include patients and policy makers in difficult conversations about validating and communicating the findings of these predictive models. Also high on our priority list is a significant investment in developing new incentives and methods for promoting data sharing while protecting privacy and confidentiality, including analytic methods to create a true reproducible research / open science culture. With the rise of the “citizen scientist” [124], “quantified self” [125], and engaged patients as research partners and co-investigators, the timing is right for engaging and empowering all these stakeholders and communities in establishing how best to leverage these new opportunities to generate robust medical evidence faster than ever.
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